Current computer applications and user interfaces lack user context and are not successful in learning user preferences to improve user interaction. We present Sycophant, a context learning calendaring application program which is designed to learn a mapping from user-related contextual features to reminder actions. In this paper, we consider the feasibility of using a geneticsbased machine learning technique, XCS, for the purpose of learning this mapping from a set of context features to reminder actions as a predictive data-mining task. We compare XCS's performance with a decision tree algorithm on this learning task and show that XCS outperforms the decision tree learner.
Introduction
Current operating systems support devices like an internal clock, keyboard and mouse for providing input or context. Computer applications use this paltry context through simple Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to enhance personal productivity by building user models. Application programs built this way can only make weak attempts to adapt to individual user needs. There is no personalization through learning, no long term memory, and advances in vision, speech, text analysis, and the availability of cheap computing power have not been fully utilized for improving user interaction. The result is that many current computer applications lack context awareness.
We consider context as any information that is pertinent to the interaction between an application and a user, which can be used to characterize the situation of entities (a person, a place or an object) [7] .
We propose to use simple sensors to continuously gather data on a computer system's internal and external environment, store this data in a data warehouse, and mine this data for useful user-behavior pattems in order to better predict user preferences (behavior) and improve user interaction. Applications can then use this learned model of user preferences to better interact with the user. More generally, we want to apply machine learning techniques to data gathered from simple context sensors to build improved human computer interfaces.
In our current work, we use a Genetics Based Machine
Learning (GBML) Here is an exemplar from our context data-set: Userl, 05.00, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 7, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 20, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 20, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 20, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 20, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, which this classifier belonged * Numerosity: the number of micro-classifiers which this macro-classifier represents. A macro-classifier represents n traditional classifiers having identical conditions and actions. The external environment provides a message string, an exemplar from the context data-set which is a string belonging to {0, i}L, where L is the number of bits in each situation, to XCS. Next, XCS forms a match-set (M) which is a set of classifiers from the population of classifiers whose conditions match the environmental message. If none of the classifiers in the population match the environmental message, covering is done by creating matching classifiers with each of the possible actions and placing them in M. In the implementation of XCS we are using, the initial population is empty and covering occurs only at the beginning of a run. Next, for each of the actions presented in M, the system computes a fitness-weighted average of the predictions of each classifier in M having that particular action. At the next step, XCS chooses an action from those represented in M and sends it to the environment. Each action results in a reward whose value is 1000 if the action is correct and 0 otherwise. Our initial attempts to choose the action in a non-deterministic way seemed to degrade the system performance, therefore we chose to pick the best action and this approach of choosing the action improved the system performance. Classifiers in M which proposed this particular action are added to a set which is called the action-set (A).
XCS next updates the classifiers by re-evaluating the classifiers in the action-set based on the actual reward (R) returned by the environment when the system chose to execute its best chosen action. First, the predictions are updated and next, the errors. For each classifier, accuracy and its relative accuracy are also computed. Finally , the fitness of each classifier is updated based on /3, the learning rate for updating fitness, prediction, prediction error, and action set size estimate for the classifiers in XCS. Based on OGA, the threshold for the GA application in an action set, the system can also execute a GA within the action-set. Classifiers are thus evolved by a process of trial and error in which, given an input and a match-set, a particular action is tried and an appropriate reward is provided from the environment and the parameters of the associated classifiers are also updated. Classifiers which are able to accurately predict the correct action tend to be reproduced, while inaccurate classifiers get deleted eventually. This process of sensing the input, choosing a particular action and running the GA on an action-set is done until some termination condition is met, for example when 20, 000 problems are sampled randomly or when the performance of the system reaches 100 percent.
More details concerning the commonly used values for parameters, formation of match-set and action-set, updating of classifier parameters, and operation of the GA within the system is found in Wilson [20] . A detailed algorithmic description is found in Wilson and Butz [4] .
XCS digresses from the traditional model of a learning classifier systems in the following ways: the fitness of a classifier is based on the accuracy of its payoff prediction instead of the actual prediction itself, the GA is run in the action set instead of the entire population and the classifier system has no message-list [10, 9] .
In our research, we use XCS for an independent singlestep task in which an input, in the form of context-data features (binary representation), is presented to the system and the system makes a decision(the type of reminder to be chosen). The environment provides a reward of 1000 if the system takes the correct action (chooses the correct remindertype) and 0 otherwise.
Experiment Details

Data Preprocessing
Our approach extends an implmentation of XCS in Java, XCSJava 1.0, and modifies this implementation to work with our context data-set collected using Sycophant [5] . We transformed our contextual data set described in section 3 into a binary representation after removing the User-Id attribute since our current data is collected from a single user. We converted the appointment time into seconds and consider it as an integer value and we also considered Count as integer value. Next, we converted these two integer valued attributes into their binary equivalents and retained the other binary valued features of our data-set. After this transformation, we end up with a string like the example shown below: 10001010101010101001110010110000 10010000100110111101001101111010 01111111000000000000100111111100 00000000000000000000:3
The value after the ':" is the correct action for the set of features. In the above case, the correct action is to choose a reminder of type 3. You should note that this string represents a classifier where the first part represents the condition (of the sensors) and the second part after the ":"represents the action (reminder-type).
Design
We wanted to directly compare the performance of XCS with an implementation of C4.5, a decision tree algorithm called J48 from the Weka machine learning tool-kit [16, 23] . We therefore created ten stratified folds of the context dataset for evaluating the training and testing performance and saved each of these tens folds of training sets and corresponding testing sets. Next, we transformed these training 2072 . and testing sets into their binary equivalents are mentioned in subsection 5.1 to be used by XCS. We thereby ensured that both J48 and XCS were exposed to the same sets of training and testing data folds. For both J48 and XCS we use the training fold and its corresponding testing fold and record the training and testing performances. We repeat the same process for all of the ten folds.
We make XCS evolve a set of classifiers for the first training fold and store these classifers after our stopping criterion which is defined as repeatedly sampling 20, 000 random problems (context data-set exemplars) from the training fold or when the system performance during training reaches 1.0. Next, we use this evolved set of classifers on the testing fold and record our performance metrics of system error, performance, and number of classifiers. The system error is the difference between the actual reward received and the system prediction for the chosen action. Performance is the percentage of correctly solved problems in the last M problems sampled, in our experiment, the value of M is 100. A problem or exemplar is correctly solved if the classifer is able to correctly predict the type of reminder to be generated. The number of classifiers is the size of the population in terms of macro-classifiers at a certain time step. More details about the meaning of these parameters are given in [4] . For each training and testing fold, we conduct ten runs to get an average of the training and testing performance. We repeat the same process for all the ten folds of our cross-validation set. For both XCS and J48, we average the results from the ten folds of their corresponding data-sets to get a measure of the final performance for comparison purposes.
XCS Parameter Settings
We set the number of trials, that is, the number of exemplars to be randomly sampled from a training-fold to 20000. The learning rate, /3, for updating fitness , prediction, prediction error, and action set size estimate an XCS's classifiers is tuned to 0.2, Finally, OGA, the threshold for the GA application in an action set is tuned to 25. We set the different parameters of the GA as follows: the probability of applying crossover in an offspring classifier is 0.67, the probability of mutating one allele and the action in an offspring classifier is 0.4, and, the probability of using a don't care symbol in an allele (P#) is 0.33. Earlier, we had investigated an approach of restricting the number of classifiers to an estimate of the number of rules (the number of leaves) used by a decision-tree learner. This approach restricted XCS's performance by limiting the GA within the classifier system. A GA in XCS provides a niching facility for allowing cooperative rule-sets to coexist within a population while allowing competing rule-sets to converge on optimum rule attributes within a niche. Limiting the size of the population in XCS takes away the opportunity for the GA to experiment with recombination. We therefore explored using XCS in two modes. In the first setting, we do not limit the classifier population size but use a maximum classifier population size of 20000 (N) for XCS. Our second setting is the same as the first one but here we use condensation to extract minimal subset of classifiers which represent the final solution [20] . Condensation consists of running the classifier system with crossover and mutation rates set to zero. This process freezes genetic search as no new classifier conditions can now be generated. However, the classifier selection and deletion processes still continue to operate whenever the GA is triggered. This results in a tendency for less fit and less general classifiers to be weeded out of the population. We enable condensation after our stopping criterion during the training fold evaluation. Condensation stops after an additional 20000 problems have been sampled from the training fold. We examine XCS's performance on the training set after randomly sampling 100 problems from a training fold and stop when the system has sampled 20000 problems or when condensation is suspended. We set all the other parameters to their default values. A complete description the default parameter settings for XCS is given by Butz and Wilson [4] .
Results
Our training and testing performance is measured on a scale of 0.0 to 1.0. We use a two-sample t-test for comparing the mean values of the performance of XCS and J48. We set up our statistical inference test to have 95 percent confidence interval for a one-sided comparison, that is we check if the value of a result from one algorithm is greater (or lesser) than the corresponding result from the second algorithm. Table 1 shows the performance of XCS when compared to J48 on our user-context data set. The first column is the data set used for evaluating the performance of a learning algorithm; the data set is a training fold or a testing fold. We show the performance J48 in column two. XCS's performance with and without condensation is show in columns three and four respectively. Our statistical inference regarding how XCS fared when compared with J48 is given in columns four and five. Column four is the inference when XCS is operated without condensation. Inference when XCS is operated with condensation is given in column five.
XCS without condensation had on an average 19386 classifiers in the population at the end of the training phase. We were able to reduce the number of classifiers to an average value of 16428 when we operated XCS in the condensation mode. We note from table 1 that while XCS equals the performance of J48 on the training set, it significantly outperforms J48 on the test set. We attribute this improved performance on the test-set to the tendency of XCS to form accurate generalizations and its ability to form a better mapping from the condition space to the action space (reminder-types) [13] . We provide our contextdata set, the cross-validation data-sets used by J48 and XCS, and result files containing the classifiers evolved by XCS at http.I//www.cse.unr:edulJanilk/CEC2005/aftercommentsl.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have considered the feasibility of using a Genetics Based Machine Learning technique, XCS, to learn the mapping from a set of context-features to reminder type We wish to combine expert-generated rules with machinelearned rules and use this combined knowledge to design better adaptive user interfaces. The type of a reminder can have a significant impact on user effectiveness and thereby her preferences, for instance, not generating a reminder (type-0) would be ideal in some cases and would be a costly error in other cases. We intend to consider weighting the rewards for different reminder types. For example, not generating a reminder could be given a higher or lower reward depending upon user-context. We would like to evaluate the XCS classifier system under these conditions. We also want to test the performance of XCS on the task of whether or not to generate a reminder.
In this paper, we directly convert our context data-set into a binary representation to be used by XCS, preliminary investigation into attribute subset selection and discretization of our context data-set has given us promising results for improving the accuracy of reminder type prediction by a decision tree. We would like to consider this transformed context-data set where attribute subset selection and discretization have been performed and use it with XCS and again evaluate XCS's performance on this transformed data set.
Further, we plan to collect data from different users to scale up our research in the area of context learning applications and consider the possiblilty for personalization to individual users. Our results in this paper clearly indicate that classifier systems are a viable method for this task.
